Autogenous Demineralized Dentin Graft for Third Molar Socket Regeneration - A Case Report
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Abstract

The purpose of this case report is to evaluate the effects of a patient’s own demineralized dentin matrix (DDM) for socket preservation after extraction. A 27 year old male presented with slightly mesially inclined upper impacted right third molar with pericoronitis. Extraction of the impacted tooth was performedatraumatically and DDM granules were prepared from the extracted tooth. Firstly, the tooth was crushed by a newly developed auto-crush mill at 12,000 rpm for 60 seconds. The crushed granules were demineralized completely in 0.34 N nitric acid for 20 minutes and rinsed in distilled water. Immediate autograft of DDM was done into the tooth socket after 20 perforations into the socket surface. The results were evaluated clinically and radiographically at 3 and 12 months postoperatively. Dental X-ray just after the graft revealed radiopaque particles covering fully inside the socket. At 3 and 12 months of the follow-up, the socket appeared to be filled with uniform radiodense bone like tissue. The micro-CT and 3D micro-CT images at 12 months showed complete bone regeneration with no change in the vertical and horizontal dimension of the alveolar ridge. No significant difference was existed in radiodensity between new bone inside the socket and surrounding alveolar bone. The results of this case report suggest that autogenous DDM graft might be very effective as bone-forming materials for bone regeneration in the extracted socket.
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Introduction

The management of the osseous defects distal to the second molars as a result of the surgical removal of impacted wisdom teeth can be a challenge. The reasons for third molar extraction are varied like pericoronitis, decay, risk of damage to adjacent teeth, cyst or tumor formation, or to facilitate orthodontic treatment [1]. The post-extraction bone loss, a physiological phenomenon will take place with alveolar resorption and the subsequent formation of bone within the socket follows osteoblastic differentiation of osteoprogenitor cells [2-4]. This phenomenon continues for a period of weeks [4]. However, studies have documented that the bone volume following extractions decreased by 50% within 12 months, and two-thirds of this resorption took place during the first 3 months after extraction [5,6]. Bone resorption will result in a loss of socket width three-dimensionally that took place during the first 3 months after extraction [5,6]. Bone grafting to augment skeletal healing has become one of the most common surgical techniques in recent years. Studies have shown that bone augmentation procedures with the use of graft materials may prevent progressive bone resorption [7,8]. Autogenous bone graft is considered the gold standard in regenerative procedures because of its osteoinduction, osteoconduction and osseointegration properties required for bone regeneration [9,10]. Despite these essential properties drawbacks involving autogenous bone grafting include need for the second surgery, donor site morbidity and limited availability have led to the challenging study for alternative biomaterials with osteoinductive potential [11,12].

Healthy non-functional teeth extracted from human are considered as infective dental waste globally. High proportion of extracted sockets left untreated for physiological healing all over the world. However, it has been reported inadequate or failure of bone healing on the socket due to absence of bone graft material [6]. Human tooth is a rich source of stem cells, matrix, trace metal ions, and growth factors [13]. Although the tissue structures of bone and dentin are different, the ratio of components is similar (mineral 70%, collagen 20%, body fluid 10% by weight). After demineralization, dentin matrix is mainly composed of predominantly type-I collagen (95%) and non-collagenous proteins including growth factors [13]. Growth factors identified in human dentin included insulin like growth factor I (IGF-I), skeletal growth factor/insulin like growth factor II (IGF-II), and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) [14]. Considering these reports, human tooth-derived demineralized dentin matrix (DDM) could be defined as acid-insoluble collagen with bone inducing molecules.

The history of a bone-inducing research in dentin began with a report in 1967 that animal derived DDM induced bone formation in the intramuscular pockets [15]. Until now, several dentin studies have reported the osteoinductive potency of DDM and presence of BMP molecule in dentin matrix [16-20]. In addition, it was noted that DDM derived from human teeth, induced bone and cartilage independently in subcutaneous tissues of nude mice at 4 weeks after implantation [20,21]. As human tooth-derived DDM has been recycled as osteoinductive materials for local bone regeneration [20], therefore, this case report described the efficacy of autogenous DDM for bone regeneration in the extracted socket.

The aim of this clinical report was to evaluate the feasibility of the autogenous DDM on new bone formation during the healing of the extracted socket after a period of 12 months. The observation of
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The new bone formation on the socket was evaluated clinically and radiologically.

**Case Report**

A 27-year-old healthy non-smoker male with good oral hygiene required the extraction of upper right third molar as he complained of inability to sustain good oral care at the posterior aspect of the upper right jaw. The chief complaints were food impaction and subsequent malodor. The patient had no remarkable medical history. Clinical examination revealed partially erupted third molar, mild inflammation in the pericoronal tissues and surrounding mucosal erythema. There was impacted food debris along with slight pain during pressing over the soft tissue covering the impacted tooth. Radiographic examination showed the impacted tooth was slightly buccally placed to the second molar. On the basis of the clinical and radiographic reports, the partially erupted third molar had to be extracted as it has led to pericoronitis in the posterior right maxillary region. Case situation was explained to the patient that impacted tooth should be removed but there will be susceptibility of pocketing formation at the distal to the second molar after extraction due to bone defect. The alveolar socket preservation protocol by using DDM was explained briefly to the patient and written informed consent was obtained from the patient after the risks and benefits were explained to him. This clinical case was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee.

**Surgical procedure**

After administration of the local anesthesia with 2% mepivacaine containing epinephrine 1:100,000, an intrasulcular incision was made to raise a dental papilla and marginal gingiva. This exposed the marginal bone to allow visualization and measurement of the alveolar bone level. Extraction of the impacted tooth was performed atraumatically using a straight elevator and forcepts. Inspection of the socket followed by debridement and curettage of the granulation tissue was done with saline solution. Immediate after extraction, patients own DDM was prepared. At first, the extracted tooth was crashed by a newly developed auto-crush mill (Osteo-Mill, Tokyo Iken Co.Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) at 12,000 rpm for 60 seconds with 15 saline-ice blocks. The crushed granules were demineralized in 0.34 N nitric acid (HNO3) solution (pH 1.0) for 20 minutes and extensively rinsed in distilled water (DW) to prepare patients own DDM (granule size 0.5-2.0 mm) (Figure 1). Just before the grafting of the DDM, 20 perforations by small round bur (0.5 mm in diameter) were introduced on the socket surface. This strategy was performed to supply marrow-derived stromal cells and blood components for an initial acceleration of osteogenesis [22]. The autogenous DDM granules were inserted inside the socket incrementally with light condensation to allow blood vessels to grow in between the graft particles. Good wettability of the DDM with blood was observed just after the graft (Figure 2). The volume of the DDM was adequate to cover the whole socket. No barrier membrane was used to cover the graft and socket. The mesiobuccal and attached gingiva at the extraction site were stabilized with single interrupted suture. An immediate post-operative dental X-ray was obtained and the patient was prescribed a course of medication with post-operative instructions for 7 days, at which point the suture was removed. After 3 and 12 months, the patient was recalled for follow-up examination and periapical X-ray and micro-CT was carried out to evaluate bone regeneration in the socket. Furthermore, tissue density was measured between the new bone and surrounding alveolar bone by Hounsfield Scale. Regions of interest (ROI) were 0.020 cm² (n=6) and the statistical analysis was performed by Student’s t-test. The statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

The healing of the post-extraction wound was uneventful and satisfactory by the qualitative clinical and radiographic assessments at regular intervals. Clinically, the gingival heights and widths appeared to maintain with the respective preoperative dimensions. At 7 days postoperatively, no signs of microbial infection, exudation, or dehiscence of the wound were observed. Periapical X-ray just after DDM graft revealed radiopaque particles covering fully inside the socket including a sharp radiopaque line of lamina dura (Figure 3A and 3B). At 3 and 12 months of the follow-up, the alveolar socket appeared to be filled with uniform radiodense bone like tissue indicated that the socket healed fully with new bone (Figure 3C and 3D). In addition, lamina dura of the socket disappeared completely by bone remodeling. Gradual absorption of the DDM granules was observed on the sequential radiographic findings of the socket (Figure 3). At 12 months, micro-CT showed good trabecular bone regeneration throughout the socket. Autogenous DDM was absorbed completely and remodeled into new bone. There was no residue of DDM remnants on the graft site (Figure 4). No significant (NS) difference was existed in radiographic density between the alveolar bone and new bone. The Hounsfield Unit (HU) values at newly formed bone and alveolar bone were 935.5 ± 22.0 and 796.0 ± 43.3 (n=6; NS) respectively (Figure 5). Finally, the 3D micro-CT revealed no change in the vertical and horizontal dimension of the alveolar ridge (Figure 6).

**Discussion**

This case report demonstrated clinical and radiographic observations on post-extraction healing of the third molar socket that...

was treated with patients own DDM. Our concern in the case report is to elucidate the healing potential of the grafted socket with autogenous DDM.

Extensive studies have been conducted to evaluate biocompatibility, osteoinductivity, and osteoconductive properties of DDM [13,15-17,23]. The chemotactic properties of the DDM for osteoprogenitor cells and osteoblasts have been verified for the promotion of the bone formation [24]. The effectiveness of the DDM on the extracted socket was tested wherein the bone radiopacity with enhanced healing process was observed [25,26]. Periods of clinical and radiographic observations focusing on the changes in radiopacity between the graft material and bone confirmed that the DDM was biocompatible and clinically easy to use. Therefore, the use of autogenous DDM in this case is thought to provide structural components similar to that of human bone and with its osteoinductive and conductive capability, DDM served as a scaffold for bone formation [13].

In this case report, DDM was used as a collagenous biomaterial including growth factors for bone regeneration [13]. The patient received DDM graft without any complication and achieved good clinical outcomes. The gingiva and mucosa healed very well over the socket with no associated infections. The DDM was placed in the extraction socket with the aim to preserve the bone quality, to improve both vertical and horizontal bone dimensions, and to promote soft tissue healing. By using the patient’s own DDM to regenerate bone, we avoided any possible immune or biocompatibility problems. The grafted DDM was followed by radiographic observations. The biomaterial was readily identifiable on X-ray, being much denser than the adjacent bone. This characteristic is very useful for the radiographic follow-up of the socket healing, because the radiopacity changes as the material is resorbed and replaced by new bone. Radiographic evaluation showed noticeable enhancement of radiopacity on the grafted socket by the autogenous DDM. Complete bone healing was noted in the socket. When the socket was filled with DDM, a sharp radiopaque layer of lamina dura was observed just after graft but it disappeared after 3 months. The quantity of radiopaque particles was less visible in sequential radiological images. With increasing time, autogenous DDM was absorbed gradually and remodeled into new bone. The micro-CT images revealed no DDM remnants and remodeled bone with trabecular structure inside the socket at 12 months. No significant difference was existed between the density of new bone inside the socket and the adjacent alveolar bone. The results

![A. Preoperative periapical X-ray (Arrows indicate lamina dura); B. Immediate postoperative radiograph showing socket filled with radiopaque DDM particles; C. After 3 months, radiograph showing higher density with DDM remnants and unclear lamina dura; D. At 12 months, complete bone formation with native bone trabecular structure and density similar to the surrounding alveolar bone, complete disappearance of lamina dura indicating successful bone healing.](image)

**Figure 3:** Sequential radiological findings.

![Sagittal (A), axial (B) and longitudinal (C) view of the CT scans showing new bone formation (arrow) into the interior of extraction socket.](image)

**Figure 4:** The micro-CT images at 12 months follow-up visit.

![Buccal (A), lingual (B) and occlusal (C) view of the 3D micro-CT showing no change in vertical and horizontal dimension of the alveolar ridge at 12 months postoperative follow-up. Arrow indicates graft site.](image)

**Figure 6:** 3D micro-CT images at 12 months follow-up visit.

![Bone density was measured at tooth, surrounding alveolar bone and new bone inside the socket. With ongoing graft healing, no significant different observed between the HU of new bone and native alveolar bone at 12 months postoperative follow-up. Regions of interest (ROI) were 0.020 cm²; n=6. The values are given as mean ± SD. *NS* no significant.](image)

**Figure 5:** Bone density in Hounsfield units (HU).
of the HU value indicated that the new bone was remodeled completely by DDM. Eventually, DDM contributed to the vertical and horizontal dimension of the alveolar ridge evaluated by 3D micro-CT images.

Autogenous DDM graft can be regarded as an innovative material owing to its similar composition and properties like bone graft. Presence of growth factors, bio-compatibility, bioabsorption and low treatment cost enabled this material a realistic alternative over artificial biomaterials. Considering the results of this case report, this novel technology using human DDM should spread to the bone regenerative field for patients in near future.

**Conclusion**

The clinical and radiographic outcomes of this case were satisfactory, with no associated complications. The autogenous DDM seems to be a biomaterial capable of achieving preservation of the alveolar bone when it is positioned immediately in post-extraction socket by facilitating the formation of new bone at 12 months after graft. This resorbable material allows predictable and reproducible bone regeneration. As advantages, it can be noted its low morbidity, easy handling and great radiopacity, allowing radiographic follow-up of the area. We concluded that autogenous DDM graft might be very useful as bone-forming materials for bone regeneration in the extracted socket.
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